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Prospects and limitations of atomically
thin semiconductors as laser gain material
About ten years after the discovery of strong optical activity in a layer of atomic thickness, truly twodimensional transition-metal dichalcogenide (TMD) semiconductors remain the center of research
attention of a still growing community [*]. Twistronics is the newest addition to a large zoo of promising
methods to tailor macroscopic material properties on the atomic scale: Heterostructures with a welldefined twist angle form a superimposed potential landscape, the control over which gives new ways to
enter specific domains of physics, like that of Hubbard systems.
In his talk Christopher Gies will touch on these new research directions and discuss how heterostructures of van der Waals materials sow hope for applications in optoelectronics. A particular focus will be
on the gain properties when using TMD monolayers and heterostuctures inside optical microresonators
to design a new class of nanolasers.
[*] C. Gies and A. Steinhoff: "Atomically Thin van der Waals Semiconductors—A Theoretical Perspective", Laser Photonics Rev. 2021, 2000482.
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